Correlation and linear regression between blood pressure decreases after a test dose injection of propofol and that following anaesthesia induction.
Propofol reduces systemic vascular resistance and suppresses cardiac function when injected rapidly. In this study we investigated whether blood pressure decrease after a minimal dose (test-dose) injection of propofol correlates with that after an induction-dose injection. Patients were randomly divided into two groups; anaesthesia was induced in group A (n = 60) using 1.5 mg/kg propofol and in group B (n = 61) using 2.0 mg/kg. Blood pressure reduction after a minimal dose injection (0.4 mg/kg) was examined non-invasively prior to anaesthetic induction. Bispectral Index monitoring was measured and sedation level scored to evaluate anaesthetic depth. After the minimal dose injection, 18 of 121 patients showed behaviour suggesting minor disinhibition, five patients were sedated and seven were drowsy. Oxygen saturation was not significantly changed after test-dose injection. Reduction in systolic blood pressure (mean +/- SD) was 17 +/- 11 mmHg after the minimal dose injection, 42 +/- 20 mmHg after a 1.5 mg/kg induction dose injection, and 42 +/- 22 mmHg after a 2.0 mg/kg induction-dose injection. In both groups, blood pressure after induction was significantly lower than the control value (P < 0.05). In both groups, a positive correlation was observed between blood pressure reduction after the minimal dose injection and that after the induction-dose injection [P < 0.01, R value for systolic blood pressure correlation in group A 0.712 (P < 0.01) and in group B 0.758 (P < 0.01)]. We concluded there was a positive correlation between blood pressure reduction after a minimal (test-dose) injection and that after an induction-dose injection.